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The Mars Observer camera (MAC) is a three-component system (one narrow-angle and two
wide-angle cameras) designed to take high spatial resolution pictures of the surface of Mars and to
obtain lower spatial resolution, synoptic coverage of the planet's surface and atmosphere. The
camerasare basedon the "push broom" technique;that is, they do not take "frames" but rather build
pictures, one line at a time, as the spacecraftmoves around the planet in its orbit. Mac is primarily
a telescope for taking extremely high resolution pictures of selected locations on Mars. Using the
narrow-angle camera, areas rangingfrom 2.8 km x 2.8 km to 2.8 km x 25.2 km (dependingon available
internal digital buffer memory) can be photographed at about 1.4 m/pixel. Additionally, lowerresolution pictures (to a lowest resolution of about 11 m/pixel) can be acquired by pixel averaging;
these imagescan be much longer, rangingup to 2.8 x 500 km at 11 m/pixel. High-resolutiondata will
be used to study sedimentsand sedimentaryprocesses,polar processesand deposits, volcanism, and
other geologic/geomorphic
processes.The Mac wide-anglecamerasare capableof viewing Mars from
horizon to horizon and are designedfor low-resolution global and intermediate resolution regional
studies. Low-resolution observationscan be made every orbit, so that in a single 24-hour period a
completeglobalpicture of the planet can be assembledat a resolutionof at least 7.5 km/pixel. Regional
areas (covering hundredsof kilometers on a side) may be photographedat a resolution of better than
250 m/pixel at the nadir. Such imageswill be particularly usefulin studyingtime-variable features such
as lee clouds, the polar cap edge, and wind streaks,as well as acquiringstereoscopiccoverageof areas
of geologicalinterest. The limb can be imaged at a vertical and along-track resolution of better than 1.5
km. Different color filters within the two wide-angle cameras permit color images of the surface and
atmosphereto be made to distinguishbetween clouds and the ground and between clouds of different
composition.

INTRODUCTION

Much

of what is known

about the state and evolution

of

the terrestrial planets comes from the study of images. This
is particularly true for Mars. A complete list and discussion
of the direct discoveries

or indirect

inferences

of first-order

importancemade on the basisof photographicinterpretation
would fill a volume of considerable proportions. Without
images, Martian craters, volcanos, channels and valleys,
fretted and chaotic terrains, and polar layered deposits
would be unknown, as would Martian wind streaks, dune
fields, lee wave clouds, dust plumes, and localized fogs.
Nearly one half of the Viking Mars Science Highlights [Solar
System Exploration Committee, 1983,p. 44] refer to imaging
results, clearly demonstratingthat even after three previous,
imaging-intensivemissions,significantdiscoveriesremained
to be made by cameras. Many of these discoveries resulted
from the increase in spatial resolution or temporal coverage
afforded by each, more sophisticated,follow-on mission.
The Mars Observer missionoffers superb opportunitiesto
extend imaging science observationsof Mars to a new level,
at least an order of magnitude superior in resolution to
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previous Mariner and Viking data. Focused investigations,
with well-defined observational goals, are possible because
earlier missions provide a firm foundation upon which to
build. By virtue of its position in low-altitude (--•380 km)
polar orbit, Mars Observer provides a nearly ideal platform
for both high-resolutionimaging and synoptic observations.
The Mars Observer camera (MOC) is designed to take
advantage of this opportunity. Its goals are to (1) obtain
global, synoptic views of the Martian surface and atmosphere (daily at about 7.5 km/pixel) in order to study
meteorologicaland climatological changesduring the course
of the Mars Observer mission, (2) monitor surface and
atmospheric features at moderate resolution (better than 0.5
km/pixel) for changeson time scalesof hours, days, weeks,
months, and years, and at a spatial scale that permits the
details of their morphological character to be discriminated,
and (3) examine systematically local areas at extremely high
resolution (better than 1.5 m/pixel) in order to quantify
surface/atmosphereinteractions and geological processes
that operate on short time scales.
Three additional factors were critical to proposing a
camera for the Mars Observer mission: (1) a dramatic
increase in spatial and temporal resolution is certain to lead
to new discoveries, (2) the need to provide both a global
context, as well as a form of "ground truth" for remote
sensingobservations, and (3) the goal to provide observations directly relevant to future Mars exploration.
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SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

The science objectives for the Mars Observer camera
investigation fall into two broad categories: meteorology/
climatology and geoscience. Clouds, dust, variable surface
features, and wind patterns are part of the former, while
observationsof the morphology of surface landforms (e.g.,
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channels, layered deposits, etc.) and their implication for
environmental phenomena (e.g., atmospheric debris transport, fluvial processes, etc.) fall within the latter category.

Me teorology/ Climatology
Meteorology and climatology are intimately related, as
meteorology can be regarded as the current, dynamic expression of climate. Martian meteorology is presently dominated by cyclic variations of the abundance of carbon
dioxide, water, and dust within the atmosphere. Numerical
models show that these cycles are influencedby suchfactors
as topography, insolation, clouds, dust, heat transport by
winds, and latent heat associated with volatile reservoirs
[Toon et al., 1980; Pollack et al., 1981, 1979]. These are

exactly the same factors responsible for climatic variations
that occur on longer time scales, including seasonalvariation
in dust storm activity, seasonal growth and retreat of the
polar caps, and longer-term depositional cycles, perhaps
associated with variations in orbital eccentricity, obliquity,
and argumentof perihelion. Thus seasonaltransport of water
vapor offers insights into the nature of long-term sourcesand
sinks for water in the Martian environment, and dust transport today provides important clues to sites of past as well as
present deposition. Martian meteorology can vary over short
time scales; hourly changes, generally associated with the
passage of frontal systems, were recorded at the Viking
lander sites [Tillman et al., 1979]. However, the most
significant, climatologically interesting observations include
phenomena persisting or occurring over periods of weeks,
months, and seasons.
Clouds. Clouds are perhaps the most common and important tracer of meteorological phenomena in the Martian
atmosphere [Briggs et al., 1977; French et al., 1981; Kahn,
1984]. Cloud observations provide fundamental information
on global distribution and seasonalvariations in atmospheric
water content and saturation, especially when coupled with
knowledge of atmospheric temperatures [Jakosky, 1985].
The different types of clouds and the conditionsunder which
they form act as probes of the global, regional, and local
dynamics of the atmosphere [e.g., Pirraglia, 1976]. Transport phenomena, in particular those that indicate the presence and locations of long-term sinks and sources of water,
can be addressed by monitoring clouds. Clouds can, of
course, also be used to infer local and regional "weather"
through the movement of cloud patterns [Gierasch et al.,
1979].

MOC will provide information on the global wind and dust
distribution patterns, especially in the polar regions where
cloud tracers are abundant. In conjunction with the pressure-modulated infrared radiometer (PMIRR) atmospheric
sounding experiment that measures temperature and water
vapor abundance, an estimate of transport rates will be
obtained. Winds detected by tracking clouds in MOC images
will generally refer to the lowest scale height of the atmosphere [Kahn, 1984] where most of the condensate clouds
are found. The altitude uncertainty and the fact that the wind
will be measured at only one altitude are limitations of the
method. However, the temperature profiles obtained from
soundinginstrumentswill provide vertical wind profilesfrom
thermal

wind

calculations.

The

combined

data

from

an

atmospheric sounder and the MOC should provide direct
estimates of transports of heat, water, and dust to and from
the polar regions.

Dust storms. There are two general types of dust storms
on Mars: those that occur in relatively restricted or local
environments [Peterfreund and Kieffer, 1979] and those that
grow to enshroud the entire planet [Briggs et al., 1979;
Zurek, 1982]. Local dust storms reflect brief periods of high
winds of local or regional extent. They may also indicate
differences in the type, size, and quantity of sediment
available for transport. Dust devils, definitely identified in
some of the highest-resolutionViking images [Thomas and
Gierasch, 1985], may be the primary mechanismof raising
dust from the surface. Other possiblemechanismsare upslope/downslopewinds, regional or global winds, and wind
generated by absorption of sunlight by dust-laden atmosphere. Global dust storms develop from longer periods of
wind activity and injection of dust to greater heights(permitting global transport). Dust storms are probes of Martian
wind conditionsduring periods of activity, as they indicate
wind speeds and surface roughness conditions (i.e., surface
shear stress) that permit the entrainment of particulate
material [Pollack et al., 1976]. Dust stormsare also responsible for major seasonal albedo changes on Mars [Thomas
and Veverka, 1979] and may be responsible for long-term
redistribution of surface materials [Christensen, 1982].
In its global monitoring mode, MOC will catch numerous
local dust stormsduringthe dust storm season.Over periods
of 10 days or more, daily maps will capture the entire life
cycles of such storms. With luck, MOC images will also
document the entire growth phase of a global dust storm.
Anticipated results include an improved understanding of
how global storms develop and spread, what conditionsare
necessaryfor their formation, and the dynamics of the dust
storm front on scales of one scale height (--•15 km).
Variable surface features. Variable surface features are
typically classified as streaks or splotches. Streaks are
regular, long, and linear albedo patterns [e.g., Thomaset al.,
1979, 1981]. Splotches are irregular areas, mostly dark or of
mixed tones, found principally in or near craters or adjacent
to ridges or escarpments[Thomas, 1984; Christensen, 1983].
Some splotches are clearly dune fields, but most show no
specific interior morphology. Variable surface features indicate that both light and dark materials can be transportedby
winds [e.g., Greeley et al., 1974;Iverson and Greeley, 1984].
They are important indicators of shear stress direction at the
surface (i.e., wind direction) and atmospheric stability [e.g.,
Veverka et al., 1981].
Several factors combine to permit MOC to provide excellent documentation of seasonalchanges in and global distribution of surface albedo features at spatial scalesfrom a few
meters to several hundreds of meters, and over time scales

of hours to years. Among these factors are the near-polar
Sun-synchronousMars Observer orbit, the opportunitiesfor
repetitive coverage, resolution comparable to Viking mapping images, and highly flexible mission operations capabilities internal

to the instrument.

Surface volatiles in the polar regions. There are two
important deposit-forming volatiles in the Martian polar
regions, and each is responsible for fundamentally different
phenomena. The formation and recession of the seasonal
carbon dioxide polar caps represent the most important
currently observable climatological phenomena on Mars.
Atmospheric pressure changes associated with the waxing
and waning of the carbon dioxide caps amount to as much as
25% of the total atmosphericpressure, vastly exceedingin
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magnitude diurnal and meteorological pressure waves [Tillman et al., 1979]. Much of the polar heat budget is involved
with the change in phase of polar volatiles. The role of the
perennial water ice caps is much less certain though probably no less important. They may act as sinks for dust and
sources of water over long time scales, helping to form the
polar layered sedimentary units. Currently, they represent
the single largest exposures of water on Mars and are thus
likely candidates for the source of water vapor seen elsewhere on the planet.
Meter-scale observationsof the Martian polar regionswill
address two important climatological questions: (1) the detailed nature of the layers within the polar deposits and (2)
the processesthat form seasonalpolar caps.
Since their discovery the polar layered depositshave been
cited as the best evidence of cyclic climatic change on Mars.
Models have been proposed linking the layers to presumed
excursions of the Martian environment resulting from insolation variations associated with astronomically induced
perturbationsof the orbit and spin orientation of Mars [e.g.,
Murray et al., 1972; Cutts, 1973; Cutts et al., 1978, 1979;
Toon et al., 1980]. These models have relied on limited
observations of the layers, in particular their number or
thickness. For example, assumingthat a Martian global dust
storm transports 100/am of dust to the polar cap each year,
a layer about 10 m thick should develop in the roughly
100,000 years of each astronomical cycle. Direct measurement of the thickness of individual layers cannot be made
with Maril•er or Viking data, but the cumulative thicknessof
several tens of layers approaches 1 kin, with the computed
average thickness between 10 and 30 m: The general "order
of .magnitude" similarity between the global dust storm
estimate and the computed thicknessof each layer has been
considered evidence favoring dust storm modulation by the
astronomicalvariation as the principal mechanismfor layer
formation. An important test of such ideas is to determineif
there are smaller layers within the deposits. Such layers, if
they exist, would require significant revisions of present
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spheric transport processesis wind, which can be measured
by global monitoring of cloud motions.
The Mars Observer mission affords a favorable opportunity for cloud tracking. At the equator the midpoint between
successiveground tracks can be viewed at an emission angle
of 77ø and will therefore be foreshortened by a factor of 4.5.
The intrinsic resolution of the wide-angle camera (<250
m/pixel at nadir) allows this foreshortening factor to be
removed and still allows the surface to be sampled at better
than the resolution required for cloud tracking (5-10 km/
pixel, see below). At higher latitudes where clouds are more
abundant, the foreshortening factor is less, and there is less
of a problem.
In 12 2-hour orbits (i.e., 1 Martian day), MOC can obtain
measurementsof winds at the 12 midpoint longitudes at all
latitudes where clouds are present. For low clouds the error
in velocity measurementwill be close to the theoretical value
of 2 pixels (about 15 km) divided by the Mars Observer orbit

period,or 2 m/s.For highcloudsan additionalerrorin the
zonal wind velocity will occur as a result of foreshortening.
A cloud 5 km high will appear to move eastward by 50 km
relative to surfacefeatures, causinga spuriouszonal wind of
6 m/s. A cloud 10 km high will have a spurious eastward
speed of 12 m/s. Simultaneousestimates of cloud height by
shadow measurementscan be used to reduce the magnitude
of this spuriouswind determination.
Geoscience

Geoscience objectives are in many ways closely allied to
those of meteorology/climatology. For example, the transport of sedimentby winds involves the surface geology (dust
deposits, sanddunes, and the like), and wind streaks depend
critically on the morphology of the topographic obstacle
creating the conditions necessary for their formation. The
advantage that geoscientists interested in the Martian surface now enjoy is the spectacular quality of the Viking
Orbiter image data set. These data permit the formulation of
models.
very specific investigations that can address fundamental
The second question of interest is the nature of the questionswith limited acquisition of additional data.
processesresponsiblefor the formation of the seasonalpolar
Channeling processes. The most obvious evidence that
cap. MOC should be able to determine whether frost devel- the environment on Mars has changed dramatically over
ops directly on the surfaceor if it first condensesin the time is found in the Martian channels and network valleys
atmosphere
and then precipitates
to the surface.It should [e.g., Milton, 1973; Sharp and Malin, 1975; Pieri, 1980;
alsobe ableto determine
theinfluence
of small-s•ale
topog- Baker, 1974, 1982]. These features are believed by most
raphy (slopes, rocks, etc.) on the advance and retreat of the investigatorsto be evidence of fluvial processes,which have
polar caps. MOC will examine representativeareas adjacent not been active on Mars since very early in its geological
to and within the polar caps and, over the course of the evolution [Carr, 1979;Mars Channel Working Group, 1983].
mission, observe these areas as they experience their sea- However, persistent questions remain to challenge this
sonal cycle of frost formation and sublimation. It will pro- consensus.For example, alternative fluids (e.g., wind, lava,
vide information on patchiness, local albedo, and topogra- and ice) have been invoked as being able to create the
phyfoi-instruments
that measurebulkheatandmassfluxes erosional forms seen in Viking and Mariner images. MOC
into and out of the polar regions.MOC will also provide data will provide a means of testing these alternative ideas and,
on local wind directions
from observations
of "frost
perhaps more importantly, allow quantitative evaluation of
streaks" [Thomas et al., 1979].
fluvial models. These tests derive principally from differWinds. The poleward transport of energy, angular mo- ences between the hydraulic relationships for ice, air, lava,
mentum, carbon dioxide, water, and dust are elements and water. These differencesare most obviously manifested
essential to Martian climatology. Energy transport affects in the quantity and size of the debris transportedby each of
the temperatures and stability of the polar frost deposits. these fluids. Ice can carry very large loads, both in size and
Angular momentum transport affects the strength of the quantity, and these are usually angular and unsorted. Lava
general circulation. Transport of dust and volatiles are rarely carries debris, and when it does, the debris is often
critical climatic processes and important controls of long- coated with spatter and not recognizableas a separate rock
term climatic change. The common element in all atmo- type. Debris flows transport considerable material, un-
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sorted, but with distinctive size/frequency characteristics
that depend on the rheology of the fluid phase. Water
transports less debris, but it is much more efficient in sorting
and rounding; bedforms are created that reflect the flow
regime of the fluid. Wind is most effective at sorting, but it
can not carry large particles. Examination of the beds,
banks, and mouths of the major Martian channel systemsat
meter scaleswill provide a means of judging the nature of the
debris transported by the channel-forming process and an
evaluation of the mechanismsresponsible.
If, as is commonly believed, the outflow channels were
formed by catastrophic floods, then the size and distribution
of meter-sized particles is diagnostic of flow conditions such
as fluid velocity and depth. These values in turn can be used
to estimate

the total amount

of water

involved

in the floods.

The small valleys and networks raise additional questions
that will be addressedby Mac. The two principal alternative mechanismsfor valley formation, groundwater/groundice sapping or surface runoff, can be tested by searchingfor
specific landscape characteristics of each. For example,
sappingusually proceeds by undermining of steep headwalls
and sidewalls, which promotestheir eventual collapse.Mac
should be capable of viewing collapse features within the
Martian valleys. Alternatively, runoff systems show considerable control of valley and network configurationby topography. Such control is often missing in sapping networks.
Topological relationships, such as stream length to stream
order ratios, can be diagnostic of fluid path, volume, and
discharge.
Eolian processes. The surface/atmosphereinterface acts
as a particularly effective boundary condition between
ephemeral processesassociated with meteorology/climatology and their effects on the body of a planet [e.g., Greeley
and Iverson, 1985]. Wind is the principal agent of this
interaction, and an enormous wealth of information can be
gleaned from direct observation of small, wind-shaped features.

Consider dunes and ripples, two types of eolian bedforms
that occur at two different scales.Dunes, the larger, develop
as the result of the variation of wind velocity as a function of
height. They grow by perturbing the air flow, reducing the
wind velocity, and depositing load. Limits on dune growth
result from reshaping of the airflow streamlines by the dune
itself, eventually reducing the effective drag along the dune
surface and allowing as much material to be transported off
the dune crest as is transported to it. The tops of dunes are
thus limited to that height at which the perturbed flow regime
is able to effectively transport all available material. Ripples,
on the other hand, are much smaller and develop at the very
base of the boundary layer as a direct consequence of the
enhanced "fluid density" associated with the zone of active
sediment transport. Ripples are generated by the initial
perturbation of a deformable bed in responseto fluid turbulence. As the perturbation grows, its effects propagate
downflow in a self-replicating (and energy conservative)
manner depending on the many characteristics of the fluid
(e.g., velocity, viscosity, etc.). Once formed, ripples move
by a combination of saltation-induced reptation, saltation
impact dislodgement, and fluid pressure. Their motion is
analogous to that of dunes, with steep leeward slip faces
formed by avalanching, and shallow windward faces modified by the impact processesand fluid pressure.
Spacing, height, transverse length, and transverse sinuos-

ity of both dunes and ripples are critically dependent on
particle size, particle abundance, wind speed, and wind
direction constancy. Measurements of the planimetric spatial attributes of bed forms, especially those that depend
mostly on particle size (e.g., on such bed forms as granule or
gravel ripples), will provide details on the fluid and particle
properties in different Martian environments. Such analyses
will be used to calibrate remote thermal (Mars Observer) and
microwave (Earth based) observations.
Volcanic processes. Volcanism has played a preeminent
role in the evolution of the Martian surface [e.g., Cart, 1973;
Cart et al.,
vents

and

1977a].

fissures

Volcanic constructs around central

can

be discriminated

in

Mariner

and

Viking images. Volcanism is a major surface manifestation
of the thermal evolution of a planet, and effects that accompany volcanism can greatly affect the planetary environment, for example, as volatiles are outgassed to create an
atmosphere.
Surface morphology of volcanic flows provides information to constrain modes of emplacement and temperatures
and viscosity of the molten rock [e.g., Hulme, 1974; Moore
et al., 1978]. For example, surfaces with aa texture are
developed when flows have experienced a specific transition
in rheological properties, usually engendered by turbulence
associatedwith the descent of steep slopes, crystallization
within the magma, or devolatilization. The observation of
such transitions, combined with measurements of flow cross
section and regional slopes, can be used to calculate rheological behavior using models for lava flows based on terres-

trial studies. Chemical and mineralogical compositional estimates derived from gamma ray and thermal emission
spectrometer (TES) observations, slope measurementsfrom
the laser altimeter, and surface morphology should place
strong constraints on magma petrogenesis.
Canyon-forming processes. Since their discovery in
Mariner 9 images, the canyons of the Valles Marineris have
been recognized as affording a unique opportunity to examine both the most ancient and the most recent aspects of
Mars [Sharp, 1973;Blasius et al., 1977]. Penetrating as deep
as 10 km beneath the surrounding surface (which may
exceed 3.5 billion years in age), the canyon walls reveal
layering reflecting the most ancient rocks to be found on
Mars [e.g., Malin, 1976]. Layered deposits, some standing
as high above the canyon floors as the surrounding walls,
could be pyroclastic [Peterson, 1981] or lake sediments
[McCauley, 1978] dating back to Mars' early history. Yet
fresh fault scarps, truncated spurs, uncratered landslide
deposits beneath fresh-looking scars, and possibly recent
volcanic deposits on the floors and walls of the canyons
attest to current activity [Sharp, 1973; Lucchitta, 1978].
Mac

observations

will address the nature and time scale

of canyon formation. High-resolution images of scarp brinks
will reveal details of the material response to mass movement, while similar images of fault scarps will allow assessment of the "diffusion" of material away from these scarps
(a measure of their "age"). The nature of sedimentary
materials within the canyons should be clearly delineated in
Mac images.
Cratering. Craters are the single most useful probes of
planetary surfaces. They reveal important information about
rock properties, erosional processes, and many levels of
time relationships. The size and abundance of craters are
strongly dependent on factors directly related to the Martian
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environment: small crater populations reflect the complex
interaction between primary influx, atmospheric filtering of
incoming bodies, and surface processes. The smaller the
crater, the shorter the time scale. Therefore the small craters
provide a sensitive measure of recent Martian geologic
evolution. Material properties are believed to play important
roles in determining what an impact crater and its ejecta will
look like after emplacement. For example, flow-ejecta craters may reflect the influence of free, frozen, or otherwise
bound volatiles on ejecta distribution [Carr et al., 1977b;
Mouginis-Mark, 1979]. The size, number, and sorting of
debris associatedwith both impact cratering and with debris
flows are characteristic of the emplacement mechanism.
Detailed

observation

of this debris

could

discriminate

be-

tween ballistic distribution combined with atmospheric effects and debris flow mechanisms.

Mass movements and other geological flows. Surface
features on geological flows, such as the size of boulders
carried by a debris flow, can be used to place constraints on
their rheological behavior. These constraints include the
amount of interstitial fluid required to mobilize the debris.
Studies of debris aprons around fretted terrains in Deuteronilus, Nilosyrtis, and Protonilus and around massifs bounding the Argyre and Hellas basins show, in the best Viking
images, subtle evidence of longitudinal streaking that may
indicate

levees or other features

associated

with mass move-

ment phenomena. Unfortunately, in Viking images, these
features remain unresolved. MOC images should allow alternative emplacement models for the fretted terrain aprons
to be assessed.

Future Mars Mission Objectives
Mars exploration has been, and is most likely destined to
continue to be, a major focus of the U.S. planetary program.
Perhaps the biggest problem facing future surface exploration of Mars is the enormous

difference

between

what is seen

in available orbiter images and what is actually found on the
ground. Orbital views of the Viking landing sites in no way
resemble the views seen by the landers. It is unlikely that
vehicles

will be sent to the surface of Mars until it is certain

that they can land and conduct their experiments safely and
profitably. On the Moon the Apollo program was preceded
by Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, and Surveyor. While Surveyor
demonstrated landings could be made, it was Lunar Orbiter
that provided the data necessary to permit safe manned
operations.
The Mars Observer camera is designed with a number of
engineering capabilities in mind, most important of which is
the ability to image features on the surface with dimensions
comparable to or less than those of surface vehicles. One
specific objective is to image the Viking landers, in order to
provide a specific test of these capabilities. Additionally,
other areas of interest as potential landing sites have been,
and will be, selected for similar scrutiny.
OBSERVATIONALREQUIREMENTS
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m/pixel) resolution. Studying the same place at different
times is important for meteorology/climatology objectives,
since the detection of motion and change is essential to
characterizing atmospheric processes.
Regional weather patterns are large scale and rotate with
the planet. In a day, uniform sampling in longitude over the
entire globe enables the separation of longitudinal averages
from local eddies and estimation

of the contribution

of each

to global transport. Maps acquired every 10-20 days allow
studies of meteorological variability as well as longer-term
(seasonal) trends. The observational requirement adopted
for the MOC is to globally monitor, on a daily basis, clouds,
hazes, winds, dust, and surface albedo patterns on scales
better than the atmospheric scale height of about 15 km.
The observational requirement for cloud-tracked wind
observationsis that the projected distance of one pixel be no
more than one half the desired accuracy of the wind measurement

times

the interval

between

measurements.

It has

been demonstrated that this is a valid requirement both by
comparing cloud-tracked wind measurements with in situ
measurements in atmospheres where small-scale clouds exist [e.g., Belton et al., 1976; Limaye and Suomi, 1981;
Schubert, 1983] with zonal winds derived from the pressure
field by the radio occultation technique [Newman et al.,
1984] and by comparing cloud-tracked winds observed at a
variety of scales [Ingersoll et al., 1981; Limaye et al., 1982].
With a time interval of 2 hours (the Mars Observer orbit
period) and a velocity accuracy of 2 m/s, the required
resolution at Mars is 7.2 km/pixel. Studies of Mariner 9 and
Viking Orbiter images [e.g., Kahn, 1984] reveal that smallscale clouds are sufficiently common on Mars, particularly at
certain latitudes and seasons,to support such investigations.
Daily global monitoring over periods of several weeks
when dust storms are expected should capture the life cycle
of several storms of moderate size and perhaps a global dust
storm. Polar cap recessionrates average about 1 km/day, but
the polar cap edge is irregular and shows the effects of
topography and other surface properties. Identifying the
processes that control polar cap recession requires images
on the scale of the topography and surface heterogeneities.
There is no single scale for these variations, but other
instruments on the Mars Observer mission (TES and
PMIRR) will be mapping the surface at a few to 10 km
resolution. The requirement for imaging the polar cap edge is
therefore

to match or exceed

the resolution

on which

surface

properties are measured by other instruments. Medium
resolution targeting of the polar cap edge on several successive days is required to reveal changeson scalesof 1 km/day.
Other phenomena, such as the polar hood, lee wave
clouds, surface wind streaks, and certain fogs and hazes,
occur at certain well-defined times and places. These phenomena have not been monitored on a daily basis. Little is
known about day-to-day variability, correlation with passing
weather systems, and dependence on humidity, dust activity, or wind speed. The observational requirement is to
perform such monitoring at specific locations at medium
resolution several times during the Mars year.

Meteorology/Climatology
For some of the objectives listed above, the requirement is
to map the entire globe in 1 day at low resolution (-< 10
km/pixel). For other objectives the requirement is to map
selected regions at medium (---0.5 km/pixel) and high (---1.5

Geoscience

The resolution necessary to address many geoscience
issues discussed above depends to a large measure on the
certainty with which one wishes to obtain definitive data and
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Technical drawing of Mars Observer camera.

on the scale and time scale under examination. Most of Mars

large changesfrom frame to frame. Thus at high resolution a
representative area is all that is needed. Similarly, Viking

was covered by Viking orbiters at a resolution of about 200
m, large fractionswere imagedat resolutionsbetween $0 and
200 m, and only a very smallfraction was observedat higher

high-resoh/tioncoverageshowedthat one could not predict

resolution(approaching10 m). In order to addressprocesses
with sedimentologicaland stratigraphicrelationships,even
higher resolution is required. To address time scales of
100,000to 1,000,000years requiresresolution more comparable to terrestrial aerial photography. A representative
resolution for such imaging would be near 1 m/pixel. It is
impractical today to cover much of Mars at 1 m/pixel.
Fortunately, it is not necessaryto do so. One of the lessons

learned from Viking high-resolutionimagesis that contiguous swaths of extremely high-resolution data do not show

TABLE la.

on the basis of "normal" Viking resolution what would be
seen at the highest resolution. Thus a judicious sampling
program, combining elements of random selection with
elementsof uniform coverageand occasionaltargeting, has
the best chance of solving many of the problems outlined
ß

above.

Instrument Functional Requirements

The observational requirements outlined above lead directly to specificmeasurementobjectives. The 1.5 m/pixel

Performance Parametersfor Each Component of the Mars Observer Camera
Component

Narrow-Angle Assembly

Wide-Angle Assembly,

Wide-Angle Assembly,

Red Band Pass

Blue Band Pass

Focal length
Aperture/entrance pupil*
Focal ratio
Angular field of view
Instantaneousfield of view
Resolutionat 380 km
Swath width (pixels)

3.5 m
0.35 m
f/10
7.7 mr (0.44ø)
3.7 tzr (0.76")
1.41 m/pixel
2048

11.0 mm
1.7 mm
f/6.4
2.44 r (140ø)
0.64 mr (2.2')
242 m/pixel
3456

Swath width at 380 km

2.9 km

limb + 80 km to limb + 80 km

3456
limb + 80 km to limb

Signal-to-noiseratio

20:1 for A --• 0.1, i --• 70ø, at
aphelion

20:1 for A --• 0.1, i --• 80ø, at
aphelion

20:1 for A --• 0.1, i --• 80ø, at
aphelion

CCD readout noise
Line time

<50 electrons at -20øC
0.44 ms

<30 electrons at -20øC
75 ms

<30 electrons
75 ms

Radiometric accuracy
Spectral band pass
Geometric accuracy

<10% absolute, <3% relative
500-900 nm
better than 2%

10% absolute, 3% relative
575-625 nm
better than 2%

400-450 nm
better than 2%

SystemMTF

>0.1 at all frequenciesbelow

>0.1 at all frequenciesbelow

Nyquist (38.5 line pairs/mm)

Nyquist (71.4 line pairs/mm)

*Aperture pertainsto narrow-angleassembly;entrancepupil pertainsto wide-angleassemblies.

11.4 mm
1.8 mm

f/6.3
2.44 r (140ø)
0.61 mr (2.1')
233 m/pixel
+ 80 km

at -20øC

10% absolute, 3% relative

>0.1 at all frequencies below
Nyquist (71.4 line pairs/mm)
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TABLE

lb.

Other Information

for the Mars Observer

Camera

Value
Mass
Power

Physical dimensions
Data

rates

Processor speed

23.6 kg (including redundant
electronics)
6.7 W standby, 9.5 W acquiring
wide angle only, 18.7 W when
acquiring narrow angle
88-cm-long by 40-cm-diameter
cylinder
0.7, 2.856, 9.12 kbit/s (record only);
29.26 + 1.388, 4.52, 10.782 kbit/s
(real time + record)
10 MHz,--• I million instructions/s,
32-bit word

Dynamic random access
memory image buffer

12 Mbytes

resolution goal for the MOC narrow-angle camera optical
design was establishedas a compromise between engineering considerations (principally mass and size constraints)
and scienceobservational objectives likely to provide diagnostic information on geological phenomena of extreme
interest. Among the latter were (1) the search in the polar
layered terrains for layers smaller than those resolved by
Viking and Mariner 9, (2) the assessmentof sediment transported during channel-formingevents (several phenomena
have power law and lognormal boulder size-frequency relationshipsthat can be differentiated at resolutions of less than
2 m/pixel, (3) the searchfor landforms diagnosticof ground
water or ground ice processes (also in the 2 m/pixel size
range), (4) search for evidence of recent localized volcanic

memory

SRAM operational memory
UV-EPROM program

7705

192 kbytes
124 kbytes

memory

Data compression

-->1.5:1 for predictive lossless
compression; ->5:1 with transform
compressionwith loss

Bit error rate

Mars Observer

camera

contribution

<10 -6

SRAM is static random access memory; EPROM is erasable
programmableread-only memory.

activity, and (5) characterization of the Viking Lander sites
at a scale that permits lander and orbiter images to be
compared. This characterization will be achieved only if
sufficienttargetingcapability and ground track spacingcontrol is available.

It was decided that the wide-angle camera field of view
must extend from limb to limb, with approximately 80 km
margin at each limb. This led to the selection of extremely
short focal lengths. The desire to image in two color bands
further required optimization of focal length/focal ratio.

•

MBA I

•

CONNECTORSI

CONNECTOR
POWER
CONNECTOR

Fig. 2.

Functional block diagram of Mars Observer camera.
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Mars Observer Camera Development Team
Scientist/Contractor

Science

team

principal investigator

co-investigators

M. Malin, Arizona State University, Tempe; now at
Malin Space Science Systems, Incorporated, San
Diego, California
G. E. Danielson, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena

A. Ingersoll, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
H. Masursky (deceased) U.S. Geological Survey,
Flagstaff, Arizona
L. A. Soderblom, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff,
Arizona

Instrument manager

J. Veverka, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
G. E. Danielson, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena

System engineering
Optics/structure
principal contractor

Altadena Instruments Corporation, Pasadena, California

graphite/epoxy structure
Focal plane assemblies
design

Composite Optics, Incorporated, San Diego, California

Optical Corporation of America (OCA) Applied Optics
(formerly Perkin-Elmer Applied Optics), Garden
Grove, California

charged couple device detectors

hybrid packaging
Analog electronics design

Altadena Instruments Corporation, Pasadena, California
D. Harrison, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
Loral Aeronutronics (formerly Ford Aeronutronics),
Newport Beach, California
MicroHybrids, Incorporated, Medford, New York
C. Hansen, Questel, Incorporated, Grass Valley,
California

Electronic Design Associates, Costa Mesa, California

Digital electronics
design
microprocessor

APh Technological Consulting, Pasadena, California
Altadena Instruments Corporation, Pasadena, California
National Semiconductor, San Jose, California, and
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New
Mexico

application-specificintegrated circuit
(ASIC)
buffer dynamic random access
memory

Power supply design
Electronics assembly
production management
board design

United TechnologiesMicroelectronics Center (UTMC),
Colorado Springs, Colorado
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T), Allentown,
Pennsylvania
G. P. Engineering, Oceanside, California
T. Cushing, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
R. Applewhite, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena

board assembly and test

Composite Optics, Incorporated, San Diego, California
Loral-EOS, Pasadena, California

Software

flight software

ground support equipment
ground data system

K. Reinholtz, T. Ligocki, and V. Choate, CommPower,
Incorporated, Agoura Hills, California
M. Caplinger, Arizona State University, Tempe; now at
Malin Space Science Systems, Incorporated, San
Diego, California
S. Brylow, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
M. Caplinger, Arizona State University, Tempe; now at
Malin Space Science Systems, Incorporated, San
Diego, California

In order to interpret MOC images, a minimum signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of 20:1 was required for a narrow-angle
target of albedo (A) equal to 0.10 at an illumination angle (i)
of 70ø, and for a wide-angletarget of A = 0.10 at i = 85ø, for
Fig. 3. (Opposite) Example of data compressiontechniquesto
be employed on Mars Observer camera (Landsat thematic mapper
5/1138/17/45band 1 partial frame): (a) losslesspredictive (1.8:1); (b)
1ossy predictive (3.5:1); (c) Walsh-Hadamard (5:1); (d) WalshHadamard (10:1); (e) discretecosine(10:1); and (f) discretecosine
(20:1).

Mars at aphelion. In order to achieve the required spatial
resolutionsof better than 1.5 m/pixel (narrow angle) and 250
m/pixel (wide angle), the system modulation transfer functions had to exceed 0.10 at all spatial frequenciesbelow the
Nyquist limit.
To match the low data rates available

to the Mars

Ob-

server spacecraft data system, a buffer sufficient to hold
severalimageswas needed. As a designpoint, it was decided
that the MOC should be able to acquire one 2048 x 2048
image while a second was being compressed and/or trans-
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LIMB VIEW

LOW RESOLUTION
180
+90
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GLOBAL MONITORING
0

270

180

270

180

LIMB VIEW

0

-90

t
90

0

+90
0

Fig. 4. Schematicrepresentationof the constructionof global map from repetitive wide-angle observations.Only
the center half of the field of view is usedto constructthe globalmap. Owing to seasonaland orbital constraints,neither
the ground track nor the terminator align with areocentriclongitude, and portions of one pole or the other will be in
shadowat any given time. Every roughly 2 hours a new swath will be acquired and added to the previous swaths, after
proper geometric correction.

mitted to the spacecraft data system. Approximately 1.5
megabytes (MB) of memory is needed for software and
sequencing,and a margin of about 25% is needed to assure
adequate memory survives the mission. The total buffer size
was set at 12 MB.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

Instrument Design

MOC consistsof a singlestructureapproximately 88 cm in
length and 40 cm in diameter that includes three major
components (Figure 1). The principal component of the
camera is the narrow-angle (NA) optics/structure,composed
of graphite/epoxy. Below the NA mirror is the electronics
assembly, housed within an aluminum chassis/radiator assembly. Attached to the side of the NA structure are the
wide-angle (WA) cameras, consisting of a combined mechanical supportand their individual optics and focal planes.
Each of the three sets of optics (two very short focal length
"fish-eye" lensesand a very long focal length telescope)has
its own charge-coupleddevice (CCD) line array detector.
The camera is fixed on the nadir panel, pointing down
toward Mars; it has no independent pointing capability.
Table 1 outlines the important physical and electronic characteristics

of the instrument.

MOC camerasare of the "push broom" type, which means
that spacecraftmotion generatesthe imageby "pushing" the
line arrays, oriented perpendicularto the velocity and nadir
vectors, along the groundtrack. The cross-trackdimensionof
the imageis definedby the lengthof eachCCD detectorandthe
focal length of the optics, while the along-trackdimensionis
definedby the length of time the detectorsare active. The --•3
km/s ground track velocity and the focal length of the optics
determinethe line exposuretime: 0.44 milliseconds(ms)for the
narrow angle systemand 75 ms for the wide angle systems.The
cameras are electronically shuttered (i.e., the accumulated

charges are shifted from the CCD in the time required to
advance one resolution elemen0.
The NA system is a 35-cm aperture, 3.5-m focal length
(f/10) Ritchey-Chreti6n telescope, filtered to operate in the
500- to 900-nmband pass. A 2048 x 1-elementline array with
13-/ampixels provides 1.41 m/pixel at 380-km altitude and
better than 1.5 m/pixel over the entire range of operational
altitudes. The WA system consists of two cameras, one
optimized in the 400- to 450-nm ("blue") band pass and the
other in the 575- to 625-nm ("red") band pass. The blue WA
camera (f/6.3) has a focal length of 11.4 mm, while the red
WA camera (f/6.4) has a focal length of 11.0 mm. Both
camerasuse a 3456 x 1-elementline array with 7-/am pixels,
achieving nadir resolutions of 230 m/pixel (blue) and 235
m/pixel (red) from 380-km altitude.
The MOC electronics are block redundant, with each
completelyindependent"half-system" consistingof a 32-bit
microprocessor(Sandia SA 3300) operating at 10 MHz and
--•1 million instructions per second (MIPS), a 12-MB buffer
consistingof 96 1-Mbit (Mb), 120-ns dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) chips, and three 11,000-gate and one
8000-gate application-specific integrated circuits ("gate arrays") operating on 50-ns clocks. The block redundant
half-systemsare cross-strappedto allow operation of the NA
and both WA cameras by either set of electronics. All three
cameras can operate simultaneously. The functional block
diagram is shown in Figure 2.
Each system uses custom CCDs that, along with their
associatedanalog electronics, provide the low-noise performance necessary to meet the signal-to-noise requirements.
The NA camera system noise is less than 50 electrons at its
nominal operating speedof 5 million pixels per second.The
WA camera system noise is less than 30 electrons at 50,000
pixels per second.
MOC has considerablecapabilities to compressimagesto

MALIN ET AL.' MARS OBSERVER CAMERA
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Fig. 5. Typical coverageand resolutionof a wide-angleregional view (resolution -250 m/pixel, image -2000 x
2000 pixels). This imageconsistsof four Viking Orbiter images(VO 084A10 throughVO 084A13). Small arrow indicates
location of Figure 9.

optimize on-board storage and downlink utilization. Three
different forms of compressionare available. During acquisition of images (i.e., in real time) a predictive compression
technique can be employed, in either losslessor "1ossy"
form, to acquire more data than would otherwise fit in the
MOC buffer. The predictive compressionis implemented in
hardware for the NA camera, and the same algorithm can be
applied in software to the WA. Losslesscompressionfactors
from 1.5 to 2.5 are possible; with loss the factors are larger,
but image quality is degraded, primarily by contouring that
results from insufficient bits to represent the actual image
gray levels. Once data are in the buffer, they can be
compressed(decompressedand then recompressedif previously compressed) using two transform compressiontechniques: Walsh-Hadamard (WH) and discrete cosine (DC).
WH compressioncan be used to compressimageswhen time
is critical, as it is somewhat faster than the DC transform.
Compression factors of 3-5 are possible with acceptable
degradation (mostly in the form of "blockiness" associated
with the loss of high-frequency information). DC provides
the highest compressionfactors with the least degradation,

but it is also the slowest, taking nearly 30 min to compressa

typicalimage(20482).Compression
factorsof 10:1show
little visual evidence of degradation, although they may have
increased radiometric noise (in the 1-3 data number (DN)
range). Visual degradationof DC transformedimagesincludes
"blockiness" associatedwith the 16 x 16 pixel transform
blocks that become obvious when high-frequencyinformation
is reducedin compression.Figure 3 shows some examplesof
applying various compression factors to a representative
scene.

The MOC was designedand built by a team of university
engineers, contracting companies of a variety of sizes, and
consultants. Some of the major contributors are listed in
Table 2. A more detailed description of the MOC hardware
is given by Malin et al. [1991].
Instrument Functions, Capabilities, and Constraints
The Mars Observer orbit places some constraints on MOC
operations. It is near polar (inclination --•98ø),near circular
(380-km index altitude, with variations from a low of 360 km
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Typical limb image at Mars Observer camera resolution (VO 088A14-17).
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Fig. 7a. First of sequenceof simulated Mars Observer camera high-resolutionand context images for Lake Vanda,
Central Wright Valley, Antarctica. This is the original Landsat scene at 80 m/pixel, roughly comparable to typical
Viking coverage of Mars. Small black arrow indicates Lake Vanda, an ice-covered lake near center of frame seen at
higher resolution in Figures 7c and 7d.

to a high of 410 km), and Sun synchronous (equator cross- such that in a single 24-hour period a complete global picture
ings occur at 0200 and 1400 local solar time (LST) and vary of the planet can be assembled at a resolution of at least 7.5
slowly between 0100 and 0300 and between 1300 and 1500 km/pixel. Of course, becausethe Mars Observer orbit is Sun
LST during the course of the mission). The descending node synchronous, this global picture shows how each part of
of the orbit occurs on the daylight side of the planet. The Mars appears at approximately 1400 LST. From an imaging
118-min period gives rise to a 28.8øoffset in equator-crossing perspective this global map also illustrates two principal
longitude between each orbit. For a more complete descrip- limitations in the Mars Observer orbit: the absence of diurnal
tion of the orbit and other operational aspects of the Mars coverage (it samples Mars only at two times of day, and only
Observer mission, see Albee et al. [this issue].
one of those is during sunlit hours) and the poor illumination
Low-resolution observations can be made every orbit,
angle (chosen prior to the selection of a camera for the
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Fig. 7b.

Mars Observer camera context frame resolution (--•240 m/pixel) version of same Landsat scene.

mission). Relief will be less apparent in imagestaken at low
illumination angles near the equator, but at higher latitudes
(i.e., nearer the terminator), relief shadingwill become more
prominent. Shadows will be visible near the poles.
The fields of view of both the NA and WA cameras, the
nature of the Mars Observer orbit, and specific aspectsof the
MOC design place certain constraints on viewing Mars. The
width of MOC NA frames is limited by the camera field of
view (FOV) to be --•2.8 km. Even if Mars Observer orbits
were uniformly spaced, it would take over 600 days to
overtly all of Mars. Given the 687-day nominal mission
duration and the vagaries of the Mars Observer orbit, MOC
will be fortunate to pass over each equatorial area once. Of

course, at higher latitudes the number of opportunities to
image a given location increases. Unfortunately, both the
cross-trackand along-track orbit prediction uncertaintiesare
larger than the NA FOV: targeting a given feature will be a
probabilistic activity. Contiguous "mosaics" of NA images
are not possible. The WA FOV covers approximately 1300
km on the surface from nadir to each limb. At the equator,
Mars Observer orbits are spaced about 1500 km apart; thus
the limb on one orbit is at the nadir on the subsequentorbit
and again at the limb on the orbit after that. There is
therefore good overlap at the equator and excellent overlap
closer to the poles.
MOC image sizes are determined by the camera FOV

MALIN
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Aerial photographof western tip of Lake Vanda, showingarea approximately3 km x 3 km at 1.4 m/pixel.
Small arrow in upper right indicates large boulder visible in Figure 7d.

(cross-track dimension, as noted above) and by the size and
utilization of the DRAM buffer (along track). By using real
time compressionit is possibleto acquire a NA image longer
than the orbit determination along-track uncertainty. However, other contents of the buffer may prevent its use in this
manner. Buffer space is thus an important resource that
requires close management. For this reason, MOC images
can vary in size and compressionfactor. By using the NA

acquired by pixel averaging. Contingent as well upon available power, these images can be much longer, ranging up to
2.8 x 500 km at 11 m/pixel. Similar limitations influence the
use of the WA cameras, and the same compression and
sampling flexibility exists to address these limitations.
MOC data rate allocations change substantially over the

camera, areas ranging from 2.8 km x 2.8 km to 2.8 km x
25.2 km (depending on available buffer memory) can be
imaged at about 1.4 m/pixel. Additionally, lower-resolution

rate. These vary from 0.7 kbit/s during the lowest record rate
to 9 kbit/s during the highestrecord rate, and 29 kbit/s during
real-time transmissions. These rates permit the daily transmission of roughly 2, 4, and 8 uncompressed2048 x 2048

pictures (to a lowest resolution of about 11 m/pixel) can be

course of the Mars

Observer

mission.

MOC

has been allo-

cated data for each of the three record rates and the real-time
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Enlargementof digitized aerial photographshowingnortheastportion of aerial photograph(512 x 512 pixel
area enlarged, resolution is 1.4 m/pixel). Arrow points to large boulder visible in Figure 7c.

images during "record only" days and, on the average of
once every 3 days, 14 suchimagesduring an 8-hour real-time
pass. These numbers can be larger or smaller, depending on
the compressionfactors used and the resolutionof the global
map. MOC is capable of simultaneouslysendingdata to both
the record and real-time streams and is further capable of
matching any data rate available on board the spacecraft.
MOC is fixed to the nadir panel of the spacecraft.It has no
independentpointing capability. Once in the mappingorbit,
it cannot view Phobos or Deimos, nor can it view stars for
calibration.

OBSERVER CAMERA

OPERATIONS

Types of Observations
MOC is virtually unlimited in the manner it observes
Mars. For the purpose of this discussion it may be convenient for the reader to think in terms of three types of
observationscharacterized by resolution and time coverage:
global (monitoring), regional (mapping), and high resolution
(sampling).
Global (monitoring). This type of observation is distinguishedby low resolution acquired on a daily basis over the

MALIN ET AL.' MARS OBSERVER CAMERA
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course of the entire mission. The major objectives of this
type of observation might include (1) monitoring global
atmospheric phenomena and (2) monitoring polar cap phenomena over the entire polar regions.
In both cases the monitoring must be carried out on a
variety of time scalesrangingfrom daily to seasonal.On any
given day, perhaps 15-20% of MOC observations may be
devoted to global assessments.
Global monitoring usesthe low-resolutioncapability of the
MOC instrument to systematicallyaccumulatea global picture of the surface and atmosphereof Mars, at about 7.5 km
resolution, at 1400 LT (Figure 4). In resolution and viewing
geometry, these images will be very similar to NOAA
(TIROS) satellite images of the Earth. Global monitoring
data might be used to extract information about atmospheric
circulation, water vapor content, and dust activity from
observations of cloud morphology, motion, and variability
as well as from changes in surface wind-related features.
Regional (mapping). Regional observations may be acquired by the wide-angle optical systemsto provide higherresolution,subglobal(regional)views of the surfaceand atmosphereof Mars, comparableto Viking "intermediatemapping"
frames.There are two generaltypes of regionaltargets:those
to be imaged severaltimes, in a programto monitor changes,
and thoseto be imagedonly once, for example,to characterize
changessincethe Mariner 9 or Viking missions.
Example objectives of this part of the MOC investigation
are (1) observing selected atmospheric phenomena at moderate resolution, (2) observing changes in selected surface
features during the mission, and (3) evaluating the state of
Mars relative to that recorded by earlier missions.
The large field of view of the wide-angle system permits
daily repeat coverage. The size of the image returned is
determined by the data buffer, but a typical image might be
500km wide by 1500km long(e.g., Figure5). Spatialresolution

of these data can be as high as 230 m/pixel at the nadir,
diminishingto about 1.5 km/pixel at the limb (Figure 6).
Depending on the orbital ground track, as much as 25-40%
of a given day's observations may be at this intermediate
resolution.

High resolution (sampling). Only a very small percentage of Mars can be imaged at the intrinsic resolution of the
narrow-angle camera, since it has such a very small field of
view (0.44ø or about 3 km across at the nominal spacecraft
altitude) and the data rate is so much higher than can be
returned to Earth (by about a factor of 10,000). These
factors, and orbital position uncertainties, limit access to
high-resolutionobservationsof any specificlocation on Mars
to once over

the entire

mission.

Thus

the NA

camera

is

likely to be used to "sample" areas rather than to "map"
them. In order to determine the exact position of the
high-resolution samples, about 480 lines of intermediate
resolution data are acquired simultaneously with each highresolution image, providing a "context" image for feature
correlation (Figures 7, 8, and 9).
Samples of the planet at high resolution can address such
varied objectivesas (1) examining surface/atmosphericinteractionsat high resolution, (2) studyinggeologyat a scale that
links Viking Orbiter and Lander data, and (3) observing
surfacephysical properties for correlation with other remote
sensing data.
Narrow-angle camera observations will vary with season
and atmosphericconditions.During clear periods, NA acquisitionsmay dominatethe data return, while during dust storms
few if any NA imageswill be taken.
Calibration

MOC is designed primarily to acquire images of acceptable visual quality. In order to meet schedule and cost
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Fig. 9.

Example "context" frame with location of narrow-angleimage outlined (portion of VO 084A10).

constraints,its calibration is necessarilylimited. Owing to its
nadir-fixed orientation, MOC cannot view any spacecraftmounted calibration targets. The Mars Observer Project has
no plans to point the spacecraftoff nadir to allow observations of potential calibration sources such as Phobos and
Deimos, stars, or other astronomicalobjects. A limited set of
prelaunch measurementshave been acquired to characterize
the MOC photometric performance. However, occasional
coordinatedobservationswith TES and PMIRR, especially
during regional or global dust storms when the atmosphere
obscuresthe surface and might present a relatively featureless target, will be the only way to assessthe MOC photometric performance.Geometricperformance(both MTF and

distortion)of the optics were measuredduring their fabrication, and a limited set of measurements,again to characterize
the instrumentperformance, were made just prior to instrument delivery. These characteristicswill be availableas part of
the instrumentdescriptionfile in the Planetary Data System.
The MOC has a limited ability to focus its NA camera. An
assessment of focus will be made from the 24-hour transition

orbit into which Mars Observer first inserts, using images of
stars.

Sequence Design

The Mars Observer mission is predicated on a remote
operations plan in which individual principal investigators

MALIN ET AL.: MARS OBSERVER CAMERA

(PI), team leaders (TL), and interdisciplinary scientists(IDS)
are completely responsible for the generation of observational sequencesat their own home institutions. For much of
the payload, sequencesinvolve mostly repetitive activities
(such as pointing mirror commands),but for Mac, considerable sequence flexibility is required to meet its observational goals. However, under the guidelines establishedby
the Mars Observer Project, suchflexibility must be transparent to the mission operations team at JPL, as the mission is
plannedto be run from a set of sequencespredefinedbefore
launch. Presently, the Mars Observer Project plans to construct 56- and 28-day sequences, transmitted in small segments sufficiently often to insure at least 3 days of operational commands in residence on the spacecraft. In order to
maximize its ability to image specificfeatures on Mars, Mac
will uplink sequencesrelative to positions based on longterm orbit predictions and modify these sequences on the
basis of updated orbit information between 1 and 3 days
prior to data acquisition.
Mac sequencedesign is based on the desire to image two
types of targets: those that are time-independent and those
that are variable. In both cases the targets will be entered
into the Mac operational data base. Targets will be identified by position on Mars; additional ancillary data necessary
to specify most of the "event" file information about each
observation (e.g., longitude and latitude of target, type of
target, objective of observations, etc.) will be included with
each data base entry. For each target an operational strategy
will be developed, including, for example, specificationof
image size and shape optimized for science coverage and
repeat cycleintervals for WA regional coverage. Targets will
be sorted by occurrence along the predicted orbits. Initial
sequencesof accessibletargets will be created from the list
of targets that occur along the predicted orbits and within a
tolerance of possible deviations from those orbits. The
sequencewill then be evaluated against the available downlink data rate. Representative, multiday sequenceswill then
be produced and uplinked to the spacecraft. These sequences will be reevaluated whenever better orbit predictions are available, and necessary changeswill be uplinked.
Data

Records

and Products

As with sequenceplanning and instrument operation, data
analysiswill also be the sole responsibility of the PI, TL, and
IDS. Thus Mac images will be reconstructed from raw data
at a facility dedicated to Mac operations and data analysis.
On the basis of the present data rate allocations, Mac will

returnapproximately
3.5 x 10TMbits duringthe 687-day
nominal mission. As noted above, the Mac data can be
compressedbetween 1.5 and 2.5 times without loss and up to

20-30 times with acceptable loss. A reasonable assumption
is that the Mac data will be compressed, on average, about
5 times, so the total data output when decompressedwill be

about2 x 10•2bits.The Mac investigation
is notcurrently
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Science Group in mission and science planning and data
analysis. Mac reduced data records will not be produced as
separateentities: rather, refined ancillary information and/or
calibration data will be appended to the EDR.

MARS BALLOON

RELAY

In mid-1987, J. Blamont of the French Centre National

d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) proposed that a system be devised wherein

data from French balloons associated

Soviet

'94

Mars

mission

be received

and

with the

transmitted

to

Earth by Mars Observer. Owing to its unique data handling
and storagecapabilities, Mac has become the enabling link
between

the French-built

antenna and receiver

and the Mars

Observer spacecraft data system. During the last month of
the Mars

Observer

nominal

mission

the two

balloons

will

return approximately 3.5 Gbits through the Mac data system, mostly in the form of images from each balloon's
cameras. Additionally, other surface-deployed systems are
under study by the Soviets and may also take advantage of
the Mars Observer relay link.
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